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Abstract
In September 2020 Hurricane Sally affected the north central Gulf of Mexico. Making use of
the anemometers data available at 4 oil rigs over the affected region, it is found that, when
the atmospheric stability was near-neutral, the gust factor (G) decreases linearly with height
from approximately 1.28 at 35m above the sea surface to 1.18 at 160 m. In other words, G
decreases linearly at the rate around 8% per 100 m from the typical hub height to beyond
common hub height. Based on the linear equation found in this study, the G extrapolated to
the standard height of 10 m is approximately 1.3 which is also consistent with that measured
at two buoys over the affected region. Therefore, a G of 1.3 at near surface may be useful for
offshore wind energy R&D and O&M, particularly for those regions affected by tropical
cyclones.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge of overwater gust factor (G = Ugust/Uz, here Ugust is the gust measurement and Uz is
the sustained wind speed at height Z) is essential for all phases of offshore wind energy production
from prospecting including resource assessment research and development (R&D) to operation and
maintenance (O & M), see e.g. [1-5]. While most research related to G was devoted to near surface
or the hub height around 80 m (meters) [6-8], information on the vertical distribution of G higher
than hub height is lacking, particular in tropical-cyclone prone regions around the world where
offshore wind energy may be potentially available. Therefore, it is the purpose of this study to
provide wind energy engineers with such information. As shown in Figure 1, the area selected is
located over the north central Gulf of Mexico since there are several oil rigs which have routine
wind measurements at heights ranging from 35 to 160 m above the mean sea level. The dates and
time in UTC were from 14 to 16 September 2020 when Hurricane Sally was in the area, see the
websites of National Hurricane Center (NHC) at www.nhc.noaa.gov and the National Data Buoy
Center (NDBC) at www.ndbc.noaa.gov for detail.

Figure 1 Track of Hurricane Sally (in yellow pins) and measurement stations (green pins
for NDBC buoys and red pins for oil rigs) on 14-16 September 2020 when Sally was
affecting the north central Gulf of Mexico. Storm track data of Sally is obtained from
NOAA at www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/trc/. Time is in UTC and only 12-hour intervals are
plotted for clarity.
2. The Measurements
Four oil rigs over the north central Gulf of Mexico were affected during the passage of Hurricane
Sally in September 2020 (see Figure 1). They were KDLP with its anemometer located at 34.7m,
KMIS at 85m, KVKY at 115m and KVOA at 160m, respectively. The anemometers at the 4 oil rigs are
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parts of the standard Automatic Surface Observing System (ASOS) so that the sampling durations
for Ugust and Uz are 5 seconds and 2 minutes, respectively. Real time data during the passage of Sally
were acquired from the NDBC website. The gust factor G at each of these 4 stations during the
passage of Sally is determined from the slop of the scatter plot of gust and wind speed as presented
in Figure 2. Note that these ASOS data are also available from the archives, for KVOA at
https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/sites/locate.php?network=LA_ASOS, for KDLP and KMIS at
https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/sites/locate.php?network=MS_ASOS, and for KVKY at
https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/sites/locate.php?network=TX_ASOS, respectively.

Figure 2 a) Measurements of wind speed and gust at 34.7m at Oil Rig KDLP; b)
Measurements of wind speed and gust at 85m at Oil Rig KMIS; c) Measurements of wind
speed and gust at 115m at Oil Rig KVKY; d) Measurements of wind speed and gust at
160m at Oil Rig KVOA.
3. Results
Based on the gust factors found at the 4 ASOS stations of different anemometer heights (Figure
2), the variations of G with height from 34.7 to 160m is presented in Figure 3. The result indicates
that
𝐺 = 1.30 − 0.0008𝑍.

(1)

with a coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.92. Here Z is the height in meters. Figure 3 indicates that
the gust factor decreases linearly with height from 1.28 at 34.7 m above the sea surface to 1.18 at
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160 m. The rate of the drop is approximately 8% per 100 m. By setting 𝑍 = 10𝑚, we have 𝐺10𝑚 =
1.3.

Figure 3 Variations of the gust factor with height between 34.7 and 160 m at the 4 ASOS
locations.
The G at near surface can be evaluated from two NDBC Buoys (42040 and 42012, see Figure 1
for their locations) that were also impacted by Sally. As shown in Figure 4, the G at these two buoys
during the passage of Sally are in good agreement with that computed using Eq. (1). Therefore, for
practical applications, the near-surface value of G = 1.3 could be a good approximation to nearsurface marine environment.
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Figure 4 a) Measurements of wind speed and gust at 3.8m at NDBC Buoy 42040 before
the anemometer was damaged by Sally. The height of new anemometer is 4.1m; b)
Sustained wind speed and wind gust measurements at 3.8 m at NDBC Buoy 42012
before, during and after the passage of Sally.
A question was raised during the review process regarding the effect of atmospheric stability on
the gust factor. According to Zhang et al. [9], their Figure 9 and Hsu [10], his Table 2 among others,
the stability during hurricanes could be assumed near-neutral. To verify the stability is near-neutral
over the study area during the passage of Sally, a surrogate stability plot between near-surface wind
speed and the air minus sea-surface temperature based on Hsu [11], his Figure 1 is presented (Figure
5). By juxtaposing Figure 5 on to that in Hsu [11], his Figure 1, the stability was near-neutral for the
study area during the passage of Sally. In fact, according to the Air Resources Laboratory
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(https://www.ready.noaa.gov/READYpgclass.php Note 3), regardless of wind speed, neutral
stability should be used when the sky is overcast. This is certainly the case because extensive cloud
cover is an integral part of a tropical cyclone system.

Figure 5 A surrogate stability plot between near-surface wind speed and the air minus
sea-surface temperatures based on Hsu [11], his Figure 1.
4. Conclusions
For offshore wind energy R&D and O&M, information on gust factor variation with height during
Hurricane Sally in 2020 is investigated using the anemometers data available at 4 oil rigs over the
north central Gulf of Mexico. A linear equation (Eq. (1)) is found in the present study such that the
G decreases at a rate of approximately 8% per 100 m over the range from around 35 to 160m. This
linear equation could be applied to other tropical-cyclone prone regions where such a study is
lacking. On the other hand, the G at near surface as extrapolated from Eq. (1) is around 1.3 which is
close to the measurements made at two buoys over the study area during the passage of Sally. Thus,
it is suggested that a G of 1.3 could also be useful for practical applications in near-surface marine
environment.
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